As Segmentation of User's Task to understand the user search behavior is the new field of research for various researchers. Massive volumes of search log data have been collected in several search engines. Currently, a commercial search engine collects billions of queries and gathers terabytes of log data on each single day. At times user moves from one site to another because latency time of the site is more, so the researchers found this as an essential subject for research. Proposed work classifies the user query by combining query clustering boundary spread method with the neural network. For training of neural network proposed work evolve binary feature vector from the clustered query obtained from QCBSP method. The experiment was done on user search behavior of different time intervals. Results show that proposed work has achieved a high precision, accuracy for classification of the user query. Proposed scheme reduces execution time as well because of using trained neural network.
1. An Ontology-based Webpage Classification Approach for the Knowledge Grid Environment by Hai Dong, Farookh Hussain and Elizabeth Chang, 2009 Fifth International Conference on Semantics, Knowledge and Grid (IEEE-2009).
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